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ABSTRACT
A logistics cost model is developed for a chemical distribution system from a
single plant using bulk and packaged transportation strategies. The purpose of this
research is to provide a tool that helps understand the cost trade offs in the operation of a
logistics system at a strategic level for large scale systems and complex distribution
systems. An analytical modeling approach was used to determine variables that define
transportation, storage and material handling costs in the system.
Several distribution strategies were evaluated and benchmarked in terms of costs
against the current. Savings offered by the packaged distribution system for a single plant
were marginal; extension of the current model to evaluate cost reduction opportunities
across the complete network of plants and distribution centers is proposed for further
research effort.
Thesis Supervisor: James Masters
Title: Executive Director, Master of Engineering in Logistics Program
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1. Introduction
Over the last two decade logistics management has received increased
attention by industry as a strategic source of competitive advantage'. This research is
motivated by the initiative of a specialty chemical company to redesign their
distribution system, referred throughout this document as Company A.
Company A manufactures and distributes bulk chemical products in the
United States through a network of 4 plants and over 20 distribution centers,
delivering directly to their 4,000 customers with a private fleet of roughly 70 tanker
vehicles.
Their products are used as key performance enhancement agents directly into
their customers' production process. Demand for more sophisticated products and
increased market competition has driven research and development efforts to create
new products. Their product line has been extended to over 50 products grouped in 9
different categories. In general, customers demand products from several categories
in their production process.
To distribute different bulk products the company uses tanker trucks with 4 to
5 compartments to consolidate customer demand as efficiently as possible. However,
as new products are introduced over time and customers demand diversifies, capacity
utilization of vehicles is constrained by the number of available compartments.
In 2002 the company introduced the use of reusable plastic containers to ship
product from plants to distribution centers, where transportation is provided by
contract carriers. Containers are re filled at the plant, transported on standard flatbed
trucks, pumped into storage tanks at the distribution center and then returned for
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reuse. Lower freight rates for flatbed trucks compared to specialized tanker trucks
contributed to a significant reduction in the operating costs of direct product
replenishment to distribution centers.
The redesign of the current distribution system is proposed to evaluate
potential cost savings in introducing returnable containers for direct distribution to
customers, as it would relax the current restrictions in capacity utilization imposed by
compartmented tanker trucks.
1.1. Objective
The purpose of this research is a) to develop an analytical model that
describes the cost trade-off from all relevant distribution costs, b) evaluate a set
distribution strategies based on single and mixed system configurations and
c) identify the alternative with minimum cost.
1.2. Scope
This research studies the logistics cost from point of production to point of
consumption for a single plant distributing directly to a set of customers scattered
along its service region. The scope is restricted to a single plant location in order to
understand and quantify the cost trade-offs in transportation, handling and storage for
bulk and packaged systems. The analysis and optimization of the company's
complete distribution network is out of the scope of this research.
R
1.3. Relevance of the Research
The analytical model to be developed in this research would assist managers
in tactical fleet sizing decisions and to facilitate the analysis of the long run cost
average cost of a distribution system while explicitly considering operational details
particular to the transportation method used. To the best of the author's knowledge
while there has been previous work on analytical models that consider vehicle
capacity constrains 2, no previous research studied the effect of compartmentalization
in capacity and product compatibility at a tactical level.
The Council of Logistics Management defines Logistics as "that part of the
supply chain process that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective
forward and reverse flow and storage of goods, services, and related information
between the point of origin and the point of consumption in order to meet customers'
requirements". Physical distribution can be understood as a logistics sub-process
defined from the point ofproduction to the point of consumption.
A distribution strategy responds to customer requirements in alignment with a
company's corporate strategy. Ballou3 suggests three main objectives of a in a
logistics strategy: cost reduction, capital reduction, and service improvement, each
respectively supporting broader strategic corporate goals: profit maximization, ROI
maximization and increasing revenues.
As a planning and design process, logistics decisions can be classified in three
different categories according to the time horizon in:
" Strategic: long range, the time horizon is longer than one year
" Tactical: intermediate time horizon, usually less than a year
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* Operational: short-range, day-to-day decision making
The three decision levels are interdependent. Strategic planning often works
with imprecise data, its goal is producing near-optimal plans, and operational
planning deals with detailed information about customer requirements to produce
detailed schedules. The integration of different levels of data availability is usually a
key issue in integrated systems analysis.
1.4. Components of a Physical Distribution System
The scope of physical distribution involves generally the following activities5:
* Handling of products from the production area to the storage area.
* Holding in the storage area until product is requested.
* Loading of products into a transportation vehicle.
" Transportation to its destination.
* Unloading, handling at the destination
" Waiting for consumption at the destination.
Such operations incur in costs that can be broadly grouped in transportation
and storage. Transportation operations provide location value to goods by
overcoming the distance from the point of production to the customer location.
Storage operations provide value by overcoming time from the event of production
until the product is consumed by the customer 6.
The distribution system under study has three main components:
" The storage system at the production site.
" The transportation system
* The storage system at the customer site.
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In the next section we review the different available distribution systems
according to the characteristics of their main components.
1.5. Bulk Distribution System
Bulk distribution systems are traditionally used for distributing large
quantities of products for which transportation costs are significant compared to the
product cost. Chemicals, fuel and certain diary products, like milk, are typically
transported in bulk.
The product is manufactured through a blending process and stored in large
tanks at the production site of approximate 15,000 gallons capacity. Product is
shipped in stainless steel tankers, specially equipped with a 4 to 5 compartments,
valve, meter and pump systems to unload the product. The demand for each product
is highly variable and tankers have different compartment sizes in order to
accommodate the product mix. When the number of products per shipment exceeds
the number of compartments the configuration becomes a capacity constraint. To
avoid the risk of cross-contamination, acid and alkaline products are prevented from
being loaded in the same vehicle, imposing an additional restriction. In summary,
transportation capacity in the bulk system is subject multiple constraints:
* Weight and volume capacity per truck
" Number of compartments
" Product compatibility
" Available working time during the week
11
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Figure 1. Illustration of a compartmented chemical tanker
At the customer site the product is stored in a dispenser equipment. The
dispenser system contains storage tanks for each product, measuring and pumping
equipment contained in a closed metallic structure. Dispensers are assets owned by
Company A, placed at the customer site as part of the service value proposition.
Figure 2. Illustration of a bulk dispenser system
1.6. Packaged Distribution System
The distinctive feature about the packaged distribution system is the use of
plastic returnable containers as a handling unit. Returnable containers travel from the
production site to the customer and then back for cleaning and reuse defining a
closed-loop system, adding a reverse logistic dimension to the distribution process.
The number of containers required in the system becomes a key decision at a tactical
12
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level7 . Returnable containers are filled in the plant, prior to dispatch and have
minimal storage requirements.
Figure 3. Illustration of a plastic returnable container for chemicals
Transportation of returnable containers requires a 5-Axel flatbed truck, which
is a common vehicle type. The only two main constraints for transportation planning
of this vehicle are weight capacity and working time per week.
Figure 4. Illustration of a 5-axle flatbed truck
To unload the product at the customer site, each truck is equipped with a
mountable forklift, depicted in the next figure.
0*
Figure 5. Illustration of a mountable forklift
Another distinctive feature is that a new dispenser system, engineered by
Company A, is that eliminates storage tanks at the customer site. Instead the
13
dispenser is designed to hold returnable containers directly. The proposed distribution
policy is that customer exchange the same number of empty containers that they
receive in a delivery, a one for one distribution policy.
Figure 6. Illustration of a tote dispenser system
1.7. Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2 reviews the literature on freight distribution and inventory control
policies. Chapter 3 develops an analytical model to estimate the variables that
influence logistics costs in bulk and packaged distribution systems: traveled distance,
vehicle fleet size and number of returnable containers. The analytical model for travel
distance estimation is extended to quantify the impact of additional loading
restrictions on traveled distance for bulk distribution is
Chapter 4 presents the methodology for data collection and analysis, and
defines the proposed distribution strategies to be evaluated. Chapter 5 presents the
results of the logistics cost for each distribution strategy scenario. Chapter 6 presents
the conclusions of this research.
14
2. Model Development
2.1. Logistics Cost Function
One of the key objectives in analyzing and designing logistics systems is to
minimize system-wide costs across the business. The total cost concept consists in
identifying all relevant activities to a specific analysis and defines the sum of all incurred
cost8. Logistics decisions usually have diverse and opposite effects on different logistics
activities, such an example is the well known Economic Lot Size problem which
illustrates the cost trade-offs between ordering and inventory holding costs depending on
the number of items purchased per order.
A logistics cost function (LCF) is a mathematical expression of the sum of
relevant costs grouped in categories. It can be defined in relation to time periods or
product quantity. This research studies the logistics cost per period of time. The time lend
of the time period for analysis is a week, matching the company's operational planning
cycle for transportation. The LCF has the form of:
C= CT+ CH+ Cs + C1  (1)
Where:
C = Total Cost per period (USD/week)
CT = Transportation Cost per period (USD/week)
CH = Handling Cost per period (USD/week)
Cs = Storage Cost per period (USD/week)
C, = Inventory Holding Cost per period (USD/week)
1.5
In general each cost category has two main components: fixed costs and variable
costs. Fixed costs are generally related to the configuration of the system and are
stationary in time while variable costs depend on the level of resources required to
operate the system.
In the remainder of this section, a discussion of each costs category is presented,
the system variables that determine them, and how to estimate these. Finally, the logistics
cost function is defined for each scenario.
2.1.1. Transportation Costs
Transportation costs per period for a private fleet are determined by the number of
vehicles, and the total distance traveled per period. Fixed costs are defined per vehicle
and include equipment lease for trucks and depreciation of trailers, driver salary and
benefits, insurance and taxes. Variable costs are defined in relationship to distance and
include fuel costs and average maintenance and repair costs.
CT cftM+ cj-D (2)
Where:
CT = Transportation Cost per period (USD/week)
Cft = fixed transportation costs (USD/(vehicle-week))
M = number of vehicles
cv, = variable transportation cost (USD/mile)
D = Total traveled distance per period (miles/week)
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2.1.2. Handling Costs
In bulk distribution systems the handling equipment, such as pumps, valves and
hoses, is generally part of either the transportation or storage equipment. Therefore the
discussion of handling costs is relevant only to the packaged distribution system.
Fixed handling costs are determined by the number of returnable containers and
their depreciation cost. Variable costs are determined by labor required to clean and fill
the handling units. The number of units filled in a period is assumed to be equal to the
same of the number of units dispatched, since containers will be based on planned
deliveries.
CH = c1 -R + Cvh'Q (3)
Where:
CH = Handling cost per period (USD/week)
CA = Fixed costs per handling unit (USD/(containerweek))
R = Number of returnable containers in the system
cvh = Variable handling costs(USD/gallon)
Q = Demand per period (gallons/week)
2.1.3. Storage Costs
Storage costs are incurred at the origin site and the destination. Storage costs
include rent, equipment depreciation, maintenance and overhead.
In this research, storage costs at the origin plant will not be considered, because
changes in the local distribution strategy should have no significant effect on costs or
resources. Nevertheless, they would be relevant for a evaluating the impact of the change
in the distribution policy distribution network.
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Storage costs include the cost of the dispenser equipments at customer sites. Fixed
costs per customer include the depreciation of the equipment and cleaning costs.
Cleaning costs are incurred in the bulk distribution system when the product is
removed from a storage tank at the customer site. Cleaning is requested when a customer
wishes to switch to a new product or when, because of seasonal periods of inactivity, the
product sediments at the bottom of the tank. Cleaning costs are considered stationary and
are expressed as an average fixed cost per dispenser equipment.
In the packaged distribution system, all cleaning costs are accounted in the
handling cost category.
Summarizing, the storage are expressed as following:
Cs = (c) -N (4)
Where:
C, =Storage cost per period (USD/week)
Cfs Fixed storage cost (USD/dispenser-week)
N = Number of dispensers
2.1.4. Inventory Holding Costs
Inventory holding costs include the opportunity cost of capital invested in cycle
inventory and safety stock at storage locations and in-transit inventory. In this research
we will not consider inventory holding costs in our analysis for two reasons: first, local
deliveries represent a small fraction of the total distribution volume from the plant;
second, transit time and vehicle sizes are similar both packaged and bulk distribution
systems. Therefore changes in the local distribution strategy should have no significant
effect over the average cycle inventory level or safety stock policies at the plant, nor the
inventory in-transit.
2.1.5. Logistics Cost Function
Based on the previous discussion of costs categories, the logistics cost function
can be now expressed as a function of different input variables. It is also necessary to
identify to which distribution system they refer to. Each system shall be distinguished by
superscripts B, for Bulk and P, for Packaged.
For the bulk distribution system, the LCF can be expressed as:
eB=CB ±CB (5)
CB = [Cft,B' + CVtBD" + [Cfs,B-NB] (6)
For the packaged distribution system, the LCF can be expressed as:
C"=C +C+ Cs (7)
= [cf~py + c'E-D] + [cp2.Rp + cf-Qf] + [CfspNP] (8)
Where:
S = set of distribution systems; S = (B, P};
Cost Categories
C Total cost per period for system i; i ( S
CT'= Transportation cost per period for system i; i e S
Cs= Storage cost per period for system i; i e S
C= Handling cost per period for system i; i e S
Cost Parameters
cfi = Fixed transportation costs per vehicle for system i; i e S
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c,,i= Variable transportation costs for system i; i e S (USD/mile)
cAi= Fixed handling costs per period for system i; i e [PJ
c,,i= Variable handling costs per period for system i; i ( [P]
cfs,i = Fixed storage costs per customer for system i; i e S
External Variables
= Total demand per period in system i, i c S
Dependent Variables
D'= Total traveled distance per period in system i, i e S
Al = number of vehicles in system i. i e S
R'= Number of returnable containers in system i. i e {PJ
Decision Variables
N' = Number of customers allocated to system i, i ( S
2.2. Determination of Dependent Variables
2.2.1. Traveled Distance
This section presents an analytical approach to estimate the traveled distance
distribution systems based on simple formulas based on the area of the distribution zone,
the number of customers and their average distance to the depot, without regard to
specific customer locations. Next, some useful definitions for the following discussion
are presented.
20
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Figure 7. Illustration of a service region
Systems where many customers (destinations) are supplied by a single plant
(origin) are classified in the transportation literature as one-to-many distribution
systems. The service region is the geographical area containing the origin and all
destinations. A service region can be subdivided in districts. A district defines customer
groups that provide the basis for load planning .
Delivery District
0 0 0 0 C
0,% 0 0 1 0
0 DeFt0 nto1  0 0 1 N 0 0  0 >,0 00
0 0 00
0.%41 0 0 0 \ 0 0
00 /
Origin N10 0  0b 0/ 0 .0 0
0 Destnations 0 0 00
Service Region
Figure 8. Illustration of Delivery Districts in a Service Region
A fleet of vehicles is assigned to the service region. All vehicles are assumed to
be homogeneous with a finite load capacity of vma, units of demand. In this research
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demand is measured in units of volume. The sequence of destinations visited by a vehicle
defines a route, and it defines a tour when it the route starts and ends at the origin.
Consolidation is the process of combining deliveries for different destinations and
dates in single vehicle load'0 . In general when many customers with individual demand
per period are small compared to vehicle capacity, consolidation is an efficient strategy to
reduce the number of vehicle tours and therefore the travel distance. Visiting multiple
customers in a single tour is referred to as peddling.
Peddling tours have three stages: line-haul, local delivery and back-haul. a) In the
Line-haul stage the vehicle travels loaded from the origin to the nearest customer in a
distribution district b) then travels from the first customer to the last destination in the
local delivery stage and finally c) in the back haul stage, returns from the last customer to
the origin. The number of customers visited in a peddling tour, c, is limited by the vehicle
capacity.
-
0 Local Delivery
0
Back Haul
/ '00 1
Line Haul
Figure 9. Illustration of peddling route stages
In the case studied in this research, customer demand becomes available and
known before the actual delivery. Determining the set of peddling tours to serve customer
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demand for each period represents a deterministic Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem
(CVRP). In our research the prescriptive solution of the actual stop sequence for routing
each trip in every period is not relevant. Only a descriptive solution of the total traveled
distance per period is required.
Daganzo12 obtained analytical expressions for the length of peddling tours, Dt,
based on a cluster-first route-second logic just as heuristic algorithms used to solve the
detailed version of the problem CVRP problem. The distance of a vehicle tour is defined
as the sum of the average round trip distance to the district, estimated as twice the
distance from the depot to the center of gravity of the district, r, plus the local delivery
distance through c stops, di
D ~% 2-r + d, (9)
The length of the local delivery distance, di, is equivalent to finding the shortest
path through the c stops, and its approximation is based on the analysis of the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP) studied by Beardwood et al.13 . Their work exploited the
geometrical properties of the problem and obtained an analytical expression for the
asymptotic value of the minimum travel distance, DSP, for visiting n randomly
distributed stops, in a region of area A:
DBs = k- nA (10)
Where k is a constant value independent from n or A, and for straight line
distances (Li metric) is estimated in 0.76514. The robustness of this expression has been
15documented in the literature even when n is small and for areas of different shapes'.
Stop density, 5, defined as the ratio between the area of a district and the number
of stops, is will be used in the remainder of the formulas introduced in this section:
23
(= n/A (11)
Then the average distance per stop, d,, in a traveling salesman tour is defined as
the ratio of the total distance D over the number of stops n.
dsk= D .=k - = k-3-12  (12)
n n
Daganzo16 approximates the length of the local tours as the product of the number
of stops, c, times the average distance per stop in the traveling salesman problem over the
whole region. This approximation is based in one the basic inequality of the Traveling
Salesman Problem, which states that if a region is divided in several disjoint sub regions,
the sum of the lengths of the tours of the TSP in each sub region is grater or equal than
the optimal distance of a single tour over all n points.
Delivery District
Traveling salesman j7
tours In the subregions 4
ConnectIons between
subregions
Figure 10. Properties of the traveling distance between the VRP and TSP problem,
Substituting equation (12) in (9) the average distance of a CVRP tour is:
D = 2-r + c-k-S-1 (13)
Hall" studied distribution problems with variable stops per tour and concluded
that the formula still predicts well the travel distance if the average value of c is used,
even if there is overlapping between tours. The total distance traveled by all tours in a
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period serving all n customers in a region is the product of the number of tours, 1, and the
average travel distance per tour.
D = l-Dt = l-(2-r + c-k-812)
D = 2-l-r + n-k-512 (14)
Since the radial distance increases with the number of tours, consolidating
demand in the vehicle capacity is key to minimize distance as the delivery district is
farther from the depot. The minimum number of tours in a period is an integer number
given by the demand per period, Q, and the vehicle capacity, vm
1 [Q/Vmad+ (15)
And we can re-write equation (14) as:
D = 2.r -[Q/ vmax]* + n-k-11 (16)
When the product demand per period, Q, and the number of customers, n, vary
randomly from period to period, the LCF should be estimated using the expected value of
the distance, then
E(D) = E(2- r -[Q/vmca] + n-k-5-1)
Where [x]+ is a step function that represents the lowest integer number higher
than x. Daganzo19 proposes the use of continuous functions instead of discrete step
functions in freight distribution problems, since the latter tend to generate more errors
when accumulated in calculations. The expected value of a step function is equivalent to
the following continuous formulation:
E([x] ) = E(x)+1/2 (17)
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The validity of this expression can be verified for uniformly, Poisson and Normal
distributed variables through simple spreadsheet simulations. Expression 17 can be re-
written as:
E(D)= 2. r-(E(Q)vm=+ 1/2) +E(n) -k- tT-12 (18)
A region can be decomposed in several delivery districts when customer density
varies significantly. The resulting travel distance can be determined by adding the travel
distance in each delivery district:
E(D)=2- fri-(E(Q)v+J1/2] +k [E(nd.'-t2 ] (19)
Where i is the index to identify the delivery district.
2.2.2. Travel distance under additional capacity constraints
The previous section studied analytical approximations to the traveled distance of
a distribution system, with regard to only one capacity constraint defined in terms of
volume. This section considers two additional constraints: maximum number of products
per vehicle and the product incompatibility, and studies their effect on travel distance.
Consider the demand per period in a delivery district, Q, and a fleet of vehicles
with capacity vm,. Let / be the optimal number of vehicle tours to deliver Q and v, the
average load per shipment, defined as:
v = Q/1, V : Vma (20)
The loading efficiency is defined as:
ej=Q/(v..-I) (21)
Equation (14) shows that the number of tours I increases the total traveled
distance in a period proportionally to the distance to the average distance to the origin.
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Additional restrictions to the capacity of the vehicle will reduce the average load by a
certain amount s.
Therefore, to distribute the same load Q, the number of trips should increase for
equation (20) to hold.
(v + e) : Q/(l + k) > 0, k > 0 (22)
1, = 1 + k, (23)
Equation (22) defines the number of tours for vehicles with additional constraints,
4, as the sum of the number of tours from simple vehicles, 1, plus an integer number k
representing the extra number of tours imposed by additional constraints
Compartmented Vehicles
Consider the problem of loading quantity of Q, consisting of p different products
each of demand q,, in vehicles of capacity v., with c compartments. If c is less that p, the
numbers of compartments become a binding restriction. It will be assumed that
compartments are "flexible" so they can accommodate any quantity per compartment as
long as the total loaded quantity does not exceed vm,,.
This problem is a combination a vehicle routing problem and a two-dimensional
non-linear knapsack problem, both NP-hard combinatorial problems. A mixed integer
linear programming problem would provide the exact allocation of product to each
vehicle, but this is far more detail of what is needed, and the actual number of trips would
actually be a secondary product of the solution after investing considerable effort.
Consider instead the geometrical formulation of the problem, by plotting all p
product quantities, in decreasing order in a bar chart where each product bar has a base of
1 unit and height of qj units.
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P
Figure 11. Illustration of the graphical knapsack problem
For vehicles without other restrictions that v.. units of capacity, the geometrical
problem to determine the number of loads I is equivalent to cover the area of size Q with
the minimum number of continuous areas of v., or less units. Figure illustrates this idea
with an example. Vehicle capacity can be represented as a horizontal strips of height
equal to a differential of quantity dq and width v.m/dq. The strip can be cut of sizes p or
less and cover an area of v.. units.
q
dq
C P
b) compartmented vehicles
Figure 12. Illustration of the capacity utilization for simple and compartmented vehicles
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a) simple vehicles
I
Vehicles with a fixed number of compartments, c, differ from the previous case in
that they can only cover the area Q with strips of width c or less.
A simple heuristic, Ho, is proposed to determine the number of loads that the fleet
of compartmented vehicles would have to perform. The heuristic simply separates the p
products in the minimum number of groups of c or fewer products. The next figure
illustrates the heuristic for the case whenp is a multiple of c.
q
c C c c
r groups of c products
Figure 13. Illustration of the simple bin packing heuristic
In general the number of trips for heuristic Ho, regardless if p is a multiple of c or
not, is:
C-i P
=C-(i-1)+1 + +j=c-r+
1=1 ax(24)
Where
r = [p/cf, the integer part of (p/c).
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This heuristic would appear intuitively appropriate when the demand for all
products is identical (q = Q/p), defining a rectangular area. Its behavior was analyzed in
several test cases with varying c, p, Q and the individual qj's.
It was found in all possible cases the maximum difference between the number of
trips proposed by heuristic Ho and the minimum number of trips LQv4L is always
bounded in [0, (p/c)+-1], which we refer to as the extra number of trips, k.
The next figure shows the plot of the number of trips performed with regular and
compartmented vehicles, I and l respectively, versus the total quantity Q.
14 -
12-
10 c
vma 4400 gallons
2 -c =5, p =16
0
- 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000
Quantity (gallons)
Figure 14. Comparison between the number of minimum number of loads and a the results of a
simple heuristic for compartmented vehicles.
A lower bound for the expected number of additional trips with the HO heuristic
E(k) the midpoint of the range:
E(k) =(E(fp/c]f)-1) ~ %(E(p)/c +1/2 -1) = E(p)/(2c) -1,/4 (25)
Therefore, the distance formula for compartmented trucks can be should be
modified:
D = 2-(1+k)-r + n -k 3'' (26)
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E(D) = 2-E(l+k)-r + E(n)-k-1 (27)
E(D)=2- r-[E(Q)/vm+ E(p)/(2c) +1/4] +E(n)-k- 8112 (28)
The effect of compartmented vehicles in local distance will cause different
products in a customer to be treated as different customers for loading purposes.
Product Incompatibility
Consider now the case when certain products cannot be loaded together in the
same vehicle. This restriction is represented by defining different product compatibility
groups. In the case under study, products are assigned to three groups. Group A and B are
incompatible. A third group C, has general compatibility with groups A and B.
q j Group A
Group B
7 Group C
Generalizing the number of additional loads would not be obtained in this effort.
Instead an observation is proposed.
Let QA, QB and Qc, be the quantity of product to be delivered in a district of each
compatibility group. Consider the minimum between quantities QA and QB. We will refer
to min(QAQB) as the incompatible quantity
If min(QkQB)<< Qc, then the effect of compatibility is negligible over the
number of trips. If two products cannot be loaded in the same trip, they can be assigned
to other trips with products from the general compatibility group, without increasing the
number of loads. Since this analysis considers a delivery district, it should be possible to
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deliver both products in different shipments without significantly increasing the local
travel distance.
2.2.3. Vehicle Fleet size
The minimum number of vehicles required per period, M, can be estimated based
on the amount of required working time per period, T, to cover the total travel distance
plus loading at the origin and unloading and service time at destinations, so that the
available time of the vehicle fleet is greater or equal than the required amount of work on
a single period. Let:
T = D/s +- l-tt +n-ts (26)
Then
M t > T . (27)
Where
T= required working time per week (hrs/week)
M Fleet size (vehicles)
t,= working time per vehicle per week (hrs/(vehicles-week))
D Travel distance per period (miles/week)
I= number of shipments per period (shipments/week)
n = number of customers visits per period (stops/week)
s = average vehicle speed (miles/hr)
t= loading time per shipment (hrs/shipment)
t, = unloading and service time per stop (hrs/stop)
Substituting the travel distance approximation from equation (14), equation (20)
can be re-written as:
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T = (Q/v + 0.5)-[(2-r)/s+ 4i] + n-[(k- 8 2)/s + ts] (22)
Q and n and T are random variables. T is a linear combination of two random
variables; its mean and variance can be determined with the following formulas2
E[a-X+bY] = a-E[X] + b-E[Y] (23)
Var[aX+ b -Y] = a2 Var[X] + b2 Var[Y] + 2-a-b-Cov[XY] (24)
Substituting equation 22 into the previous definitions:
E(T) (1/vm)[(2-r)/s+ t]E(Q) + [(k-" 2)/s + t]E(n)+[(r)/s+ t /2] (25)
Var(T) =(J/vm)[(2r)S+ t]}2 Var(Q) + [(k-3'I 2)/s + t,]2Var(n) +
2-(1 vmar-[(2-r)/s+ ti][(k-&" 2)s + tsjCov[Q,n] (26)
The fleet size of vehicles should consider the variability of the total required time
per week, and should be analyzed considering the probability distribution of T. Given a
target a service level, a, the design criteria for Mis such that the probability of the
required time being higher that M is 1-cr
P[T < M t,] = a
Turnquist and Jordan 1 describe uncertain travel times using a normal distribution
in the fleet size determination problem, even when the distribution is non-normal without
adding significant error. The remainder of this section follows this approach. The total
required time, as the sum of individual travel times will be assumed to be normally
distributed:
T~N(p, q) (27)
Where
u = E(T) (28)
or = Va r(T)) (29)
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For a service regions containing P delivery districts, the mean and variance is
determined adding, the individual values for each district
p = (E(Td;) (30)
S= (Var(Td)) (31)
Finally, M is determined by the normal definition
M = p + k(a)-a (32)
Where k(a) is the number of standard deviations of a standard normal distribution
for a cumulative probability of a.
2.3. Storage and Handling
2.3.1. Pool of Returnable Containers
This section presents the approaches to determine the number of returnable
containers required in the system, R.
Returnable containers define a closed loop system passing through different
stages:
A) empty at the plant until it filled.
B) filled at the plant waiting for dispatch
C) traveling filled on a vehicle to a customer.
D) at a customer site until its contents are consumed.
E) traveling empty on a vehicle back-hauled to the plant.
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The number of containers in the system can analyzed considering two separate
subsystems:
" Containers in use at the customer site, stage D
" Containers in motion, stages C and E, and at the plant, stages A and B.
The number of containers in stage D, Rcusr, is constant; on every shipment
customers must return an empty container for every one they receive. RcusT, is the sum of
the number of containers allocated to each customer, which should be enough to hold the
maximum stock level for all the products they carry.
The sum of all containers in stages A, B, C and E, RpLnr, is also constant.
However the number of containers in each stage changes dynamically over time. For the
system to operate normally, the number of empty containers at the plant, RA, should
always be higher than zero.
Both RcusT and RPLrr become the decision variables of a design problem. The
total number of containers in the system R, is expressed as their sum:
R = RcusT + RpLANT
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Inventory control theory studies the coordination between demand and order
placement. In the following sections, the inventory control problem associated to each
component of the pool of returnable containers is used is presented.
2.3.1.1. Containers allocated to customers
Products stored at the customer site define a single-echelon, multi-product
inventory system. This section develops an approach to the number of containers required
by customer.
From the customer's perspective, the products they acquire from the company are
essential to their production process and relatively low volume. In general items with
such characteristics are managed Order-up-to inventory policies, where orders are placed
for a quantity enough to bring inventories back to a maximum level S, whenever
inventory falls bellow a minimum safety stock level, s. Both continuous and periodic
versions of order up to levels are available2 2 . Determination of S and s by traditional
methods require information about the customer's internal demand for the product, and
the definition of inventory policy parameters. Such information is not available for this
research.
Assuming that customers order using a continuous review inventory policy (s,S),
the order-up-to value, S, will be estimated with the maximum order quantity per product
per period. For multiple products, the required storage capacity will be estimated as the
sum of the maximum order size in any given period.
Let:
n
k=1
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Where
q = order size for product i in period t
[I, T] = is the time horizon of analysis.
2.3.1.2. In Plant and In Transit Stock of Containers
This section studies the inventory control problem of empty containers at the
plant to determine the total number of stocks at the plant. This analysis assumes that
filling and shipping are coordinated process that both operate in a first-in first-out basis
and that there is no accumulation of filled containers inventory.
The inventory control system for empty containers at the plant can be classified as
a one-for-one, (s-i,s) system. This model is used extensively in the control of high value
spare parts inventory, and more recently in quick response systems in the retail
industry23
When an empty container is drawn from inventory to be filled for a planned
delivery, a replenishment process for another empty container is triggered: at the
customer site, another container waits to be exchanged and will be received once the
vehicle that delivered the first container returns to the plant.
Demand for empty containers the product of two random variables: The number
of customers requesting a delivery per period week, and the number of containers in each
delivery. The probability of a customer placing an order is different across the service
region. These characteristics are common in a compound Poisson process24 .
The replenishment process for empty containers has a random duration defined by
the waiting time in the stock of filled containers and the duration of the tour delivering
the containers and returning to the plant, which can be any arbitrary distribution.
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Feeney and Sheerbrooke25 generalized Palm's theorem for one-for-one re-supply
systems where the demand process follows a compound Poisson distribution and the re-
supply time follows a arbitrary distribution. Their work described the number of units in
re-supply follow a compound Poisson distribution with a normalized demand by the re-
supply time, regardless its distribution.
In the inventory system under study, no backorders are allowed. The containers in
re-supply and the stock at plant add to a constant value, and stock outs will be modeled as
lost sales. Let
p(xIA) = The density function of the compound Poisson distribution,
= Mean demand rate per period
'= Mean re-supply time
The probability for x containers in re-supply is:
h(x) = p(x I Ar) /( p(i I A), 0 < x5 RpvT (33)
j=0
RPLANT can be determined based on a fill rate, 3, which represents the steady state
probability that there are enough empty containers in the system to fill to demand. Let
x
H(x) = h(i) (34)
i=0
Then RPLANT is the value that satisfies the equation
P{x < RpLNT) = H(RANT) = (35)
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3. Methodology
This section discusses the methodology for the research and is divided in two
sections: Data Collection and Data Analysis.
3.1. Data Collection
3.2. Dta Analysis
D-- D ----------- -
Figure 15. Methodology Overview Diagram
3.1. Data Collection
The sources of information for this research are divided in three main categories:
a) Historical sales and shipping data
b) Secondary geographical reference data
c) Operational characteristics for activities and equipment
d) Cost estimates for activities and equipment
Historical demand and shipping was collected to provide insight about customer
demand characteristics and the performance of the bulk distribution system. Historical
data includes sales orders, deliveries and shipments for year 2002 and was obtained from
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Company A's Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system reports. Customer and plant
location was established using ZIP Code data from their address records. A database
model in MS Access was built to store and query historical data. The database was
designed so that information could be extracted for any grouping of customers according
to demand and geographical criteria.
Secondary geographical reference data included geographical information from
the U.S. Census Bureau to complement historical data to aggregate and analyze shipment
and demand data geographically. Coordinates and land area information for geographical
entities were obtained from the 2000 Gazetteer Place and ZIP Code Tabulation Areas
(ZCTA) Files26
Operational characteristics and cost estimates were provided by Company A for
the resources and processes in each distribution which were used to calculate fixed and
variable costs for transportation, storage and handling. Operational characteristics for
resources included capacity and useful life. Average speed, available working time per
week and fuel consumption was additionally collected for vehicles. Cost estimates
included average market price of assets and costs per activity.
3.2. Data Analysis
3.2.1. Definition of Delivery Strategies
Delivery strategies are defined based on the usage of either bulk or packaged
distribution systems. Distribution strategies also include the definition of performance
measures for the system.
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There are four main distribution strategies, based on the allocation of customers
and products to each distribution system:
0. Bulk
1. Packaged.
2. Mixed, by customer.
3. Mixed, by product and customer.
Distribution strategies are illustrated in the next figure. Three different customers
are depicted, A, B and C, representing, respectively high, medium and low
demand.
Customer A Customer B CustomerC
0. Bulk Distribution (Baseline)
1L ~i~fL
1. Packaged distribution
2. Mixed Distribution by customer
3. Mixed Distribution by customer and product
Figure 16. ilustration of Distribution Strategies
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Bulk distribution, strategy 0, is the current practice in Company A. It is
considered as the baseline for evaluation of other distribution strategies. The results of
this strategy will be compared to current performance indicators for validity.
Packaged distribution, strategy 1, considers delivering product to all customers in
with returnable containers. It involves replacing the current fleet of tanker vehicles and
bulk dispensers to flatbed trucks and tote dispensers.
Mixed distribution by customers, strategy 2, and product considers establishing a
threshold value for annual demand per customer to serve those with low demand with a
packaged distribution system and customers with high demand with the current bulk
system. It involves a mixed fleet of vehicles and dispensers.
Mixed distribution by customer and product, strategy 3, takes a further step in
differentiating customer demand. A threshold value is defined for annual customer
demand by product. As a guideline, low demand products would be distributed on
returnable containers and high demand product in bulk. It is possible to have a single
customer served with both systems. In such event a customer would have a dispenser
system for returnable containers, and bulk storage tanks would be set up externally.
Both mixed distribution strategies require the allocation of customers and
products to either packaged or bulk distribution system. To establish the threshold of
demand that separates high from low, a rank and percentile analysis is necessary. Each
strategy can include different scenarios at different threshold values of demand.
The decision variables to be for each strategy are two:
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* Service level for the vehicle fleet. It is defined as the long run ratio of
periods that the current fleet had enough working time to satisfy the
weekly demand. Service level is set as 99,9%
" Fill rate for the returnable container inventory. It is defined as the long run
average ratio of customer demand that was processed and dispatched at
time of request with the circulating stock of returnable containers. Fill rate
is set as 99,9%
3.2.2. Definition of the service region
The service region for the Houston plant was determined graphically based on the
volume of product delivered to its customers, grouped in geographical areas. Certain
areas were served by more than one plant, and the criteria used to determine their primary
source of supply is the ratio of product delivered from a plant over the total product
delivered to a given area from all plants. A threshold value of 2/3 was defined as the
minimum ratio to consider a plant the primary source for a any geographical area.
Customer locations were fairly scattered and there were usually no more than one
customer per Zip code area. Demand data was aggregated by County to provide a level of
detail for the research.
Only data from the last semester of 2002 was considered assessing the service
regions because new distribution centers opened during this period which changed
customer allocation to sources of supply.
The service region was manually defined based on the plot of the fraction of
deliveries per county from the Houston plant using a GIS application, MS MapPoint
2002.
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3.2.3. Definition of delivery districts.
Delivery districts are subdivisions of the service region relevant for delivery load
planning. The delivery regions were defined manually in a GIS application based on two
criteria: analysis of the historical shipping data patterns and customer clusters around
dense urban areas.
Shipping routes and customer locations were plotted using a spreadsheet
application, MS Excel. Route and customer location plots revealed areas where shipment
stops were concentrated and clusters of customer locations. Once delivery districts were
defined, customers would be allocated to a delivery district for analysis purposes.
Next the procedure to determine the coordinates to plot customers and shipment
routes is described.
Customer locations in the service region were plotted using their distance from
the Houston plant. Distance was calculated using a Euclidian, the straight line distance
between two points in the plane. The distance is determined using their Zip code latitude
and longitude information and the conversion of distances in degrees to miles in the
continental US can be approximated considering the average length of 69 miles per
degree of latitude2 7 . Therefore the relative location a customer, point i, to the origin plant,
point o, is determined as:
(xi, yro) = (69-(longe-longo), 69-(latr-lato))
Where,
xto = horizontal distance from point i to point o, in miles.
yio = vertical distance from point i to the point o, in miles.
longa = longitude of point a, in degrees.
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longb = latitude of point a, in degrees.
Shipments within the service region were studied according to the distance from
the origin to the furthest stop, Rmx, and the mid angle from the route, 0, measured
counter-clockwise from the north.
Rma
Figure 17. Illustration of shipment angle and range
Where,
n= number of stops in a shipment
i = stop number index, i e { 1,..,n}
n
Ydist = o
n
Xdis,= YXlo
i=1
0 =tan-' -sign(X ),,T12,OE{-r,7r
Xdist V
k. = max (y10 )2 + (x)) i e {1,..,n}
sign(x) = I ifx > 0; -1 ifx 5 0.
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To determine the actual routing sequence, each stop individual angle and distance
to the origin, 9i and R1 respectively, is determined.
9,=tan (* -) ) sign(x,),-r / 2
S(x,))
A= y) +(x) 2
Stops at the right side of the mid angle line are routed going out from the depot;
stops at the left side of the mid angle line are routed in reverse order, returning to the
depot. This is illustrated in the following figure.
(i-],&r Yj-jO) (x-] o ~I'*)
'RZ
(0, 0)
Figure 18. Illustration of Shipment Routing
In other words for all stop indices i where 6, : 9, R, : R,..,, and for all indices j
where ; 2 0, R 5 Rj..; j > i. This can be implemented in a spreadsheet using sorting
functions once the average angle for each shipment along with the individual stop
distances and angles from the depot are determined.
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3.2.4. Summarized Statistical Information
The analytical model developed for this research requires summarized statistical
information as input to determine the dependent variables to determine the logistics cost
for each distribution strategy, i.e. traveled distance, number of vehicles and number of
returnable containers.
This activity is composed of three main tasks:
1. Validating assumptions used in the formulation of the analytical model
2. Extracting data for each distribution strategy scenario
3. Calculating key statistical descriptors for the extracted data used as inputs
in the analytical model.
Validation of modeling assumptions
a) Small order size compared to vehicle capacity: A percentile analysis of
order sizes is presented to verify that order size is small compared to
vehicle capacity and to support the assumption that only one visit per
customer in necessary per period if there are no additional loading
constraints than capacity.
b) Multiple stops per shipment: A histogram of number of stops per shipment
will be presented using historical shipment to validate the usage of
modeling shipments using a peddling routing scheme.
c) Effect of compartment vehicle capacity in shipment routing: A histogram
of the number of visits per customer per week is presented to verify the
effect of compartmented vehicle capacity. Despite the validation of small
order size to vehicle capacity, compartmented vehicle routing treats each
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different product requirement at a customer as separate customers, which
would increase the probability that customers with multiple products be
visited more than once per period.
d) Effect of product compatibility in shipment routing: A histogram of the
percentage of the quantity of incompatible product to the quantity of
generally compatible product is plotted. A low percentage of incompatible
products would support the argument to neglect the effect of product
compatibility in the analysis.
e) Correlation of demand and number of customers per period: A scatter plot
of customers and total order volume per period is presented to validate the
correlation between these two variables. In assessing the variance on total
working time per week the covariance of these two variables needs to be
included if a positive correlation is found.
f) Probability distribution fitting of external variables: The expressions to
estimate the total working time and the required number of containers in
circulation are based on the assuming that external variables are
distributed according to a particular probability distribution. The next table
presents the hypothesis about the behavior of the relevant external random
variables. A Chi-squared test for the goodness of fit using a significance
level of 95% will be used to test the previous hypothesis:
Variables Q(i,') n(i,t) Q'(t)Hypothesis
Q(i,t) follows a n(i,t) follows Q'(t) follows a
HO, (null) Normal a Poisson Negative
distribution distribution disritn
Q(it) follows n(i,t) does Q'(t) does not
does not a not follow a NegativeH., (alternative) Normal Poisson BNomaial
distribution distribution Binomial
Table 1 Summary of Hypothesis and variables for distribution fitting
Data Extraction
The following is a description of the relevant time series that need to be extracted
from the database of historical data using the definition of service region, delivery district
and the allocation of customer demand and distribution systems in the definition of
distribution strategy scenarios:
Q(i,t)= The total quantity of product ordered in district i in period t, in
gallons.
n(i, t) = Number of customer ordering products per period in district i in
period t
p(i,t)= The number of products ordered per period.
Q'(t) = The total quantity of product ordered in the service region in period
t, expressed as a integer number of returnable containers. To calculate
Q'(t), the individual customer demand qkt is transformed into the
individual demand of returnable containers according to their capacity, v.
q'kl= [qkt/vc]+
Q't )= Iq',
k
RCUST = the number of containers at the customer site, based on the
maximum monthly consumption for each customer. The weekly demand
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of returnable containers per customer, q'kt, is aggregated into in monthly
periods, as q "As'. The number of returnable containers for each distribution
strategy RcuST will be calculated as
RcUST = max(qk,')
k
Where,
i = delivery district index
t = weekly period index, t e [1, 52]
t' monthly period index, t'c [1, 12]
n = total number of customers in the service region.
k= customer index, k e [1, n]
Determination of key statistical descriptors
From the time series collected in the previous section, the relevant statistical
descriptors for each variable are detailed in the next table:
Variable Units Mean Variance Covariance
Q(i,t) Weekly customer K gallons Q(i) Var(Q(i))
demand per district. week
Number of customers Cov(Q(1),n(i))
n(i, t) customer week n(i) Var(n(i))
requesting delivery
per week per
district
Number of products products
'Ot orders per week per week
district
Q'(t) Weekly customer totes Q '(t) Var(Q '(t))
demand for week
returnable
containers in the
I service region III
Table 2. Variables and statistic information to be summarized from historical data
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3.2.5. Determination of Dependent Variables
Based on the definition of distribution strategies and the summarized statistical
data for the service region and delivery districts a spreadsheet document for each
distribution scenario is set up to determine the dependent variables that define the logistic
system: traveled distance, number of vehicles and number of containers. The detailed
structure and detailed description of the spreadsheet is available in Appendix B.
3.2.6. Determination of Logistic Cost for each Distribution
Strategy
A summary worksheet is set up to benchmark all distribution strategy scenarios
based on the individual scenario worksheet and unit cost information. This spreadsheet
provides a comparison of the total cost per week of each distribution strategy
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4. Data and Results
This chapter presents the results following the steps described in the methodology
for data analysis. The definition of the service region is presented, the assessment of
threshold values for the delivery strategy, and the validation of several assumptions.
Finally the results for the different scenarios are presented and summarized. The detailed
calculations are available in the Appendix B.
4.1.1. Service Region
A plot of the distribution intensity plant is presented in the following map chart.
The dark areas indicate counties where a high fraction of demand is served directly by the
Houston Plant. This information along with the updated location of distribution centers
were used to define the service region.
E X I C
Figure 19. Plot of the fraction of demand by county served directly from the Houston Plant
The service region is defined shown in the next map chart.
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4.1.2. Distribution Strategies
Bulk and Packaged distribution strategies, strategies 0 and 1 respectively,
consider directly all customers in the service region. Mixed distribution strategies allocate
customers to each distribution system based on the percentile of total order quantity
during the year by customer (strategy 3) and by customer and product (strategy 4).
120.00%-
100.00%-
80.00%-
860.00%-
a.
40.00%-
20.00%-
000%*
- 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00
Quantity Orderd by Customer in 2002 (K Gallons)
Figure 21. Percentile Analysis for the Quantity Ordered by Customer in 2002
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Figure 22. Cumulative Percentage of Quantity Ordered vs. Percentile of Customer Order Quantity
in 2002
Mixed distribution by customer, strategy 3, is assessed in the percentile analysis
shown in the two previous charts. The analysis reflects a high fragmentation of customer
demand; 80% of the customers account roughly for 40% of the total demand, and the
remaining 60% is concentrated in the than 40 customers. The scenarios to evaluate the
strategy 3 will be based in percentile 50, 80 and 95.
120.0% -
100.0 .... .
80.0%-
~*40%
20.0% -
.0%
0 5 10 1'5 2'0 25 30 35
Quantity Ordered by Custoeer and Product in 2002 (K Gallons)
Figure 23. Percentile Analysis for the Quantity Ordered by Customer and Product in 2002
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Figure 24. Cumulative Percentage of Quantity Ordered vs. Percentile of Customer Order Quantity
by Product in 2002
Analysis of total order quantity in 2002 by customer and product shows very
similar behavior than the analysis by customer only. A customer and product
segmentation using a mixed strategy by customer and product, strategy 4, would provide
a similar allocation of customers. Customers in general use both high and low demand
products which mean that using strategy 4 a significant number will be served by both
systems, therefore the introduction of additional stops would increase the transportation
cost.
The number of customers served by each system vs. the percentile of order
quantity for strategy 4 is presented in the next chart. For strategy 4, only a scenario based
corresponding to percentile 80 will be evaluated and it will be shown that it produces a
higher logistic cost that strategy 3.
5-5
A C"stomers serve only wit160 Returmable Containers
140-
120
10
40 -
50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
Percent If Order Quantly by Customer and Product
Figure 25. Number of Customers allocated to each Delivery Strategy vs. the Percentile of Order
Quantity by Customer and Product
4.1.3. Delivery Districts
Routing patterns for shipments in 2002 according to the number of stops per
shipment are presented in Appendix B. The analysis of routing patterns shows clustering
of shipment routes on dense urban areas according to the concept of delivery districts.
(
-0
Figure 26. Definition of Delivery Districts for the Service Region
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Four delivery districts were defined and are presented in the following map chart:
* DO1 (Central)- Houston
" D02 (East) - San Antonio and Austin
" D03(South) - Corpus Christi and McAllen
" D04 (East) - Beaumont
4.1.4. Validation of Modeling Assumptions
Small order size compared to vehicle capacity:
A percentile analysis of The following chart shows the distribution of order sizes
per week, and shows that roughly 90% of all orders are bellow 2000 gallons, half of the
capacity of bulk tanker vehicles. This supports the assumption of customers requiring
only one visit per vehicle when total vehicle capacity is the active constraint.
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Figure 27. Percentile Analysis of weekly order size by Customer
Multiple stops per shipment
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A histogram of the number of stops per shipment in the following figure shows
that a significant fraction of shipments contain 3 or more stops, which validates the
assumption of peddling routes for analysis of travel distance for the bulk distribution
system.
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Figure 28. Histogram of the number of stops per shipment
Effect of compartment vehicle capacity in shipment routing
Despite the small size of order quantity to vehicle capacity, customers are visited
on average 1.86 times per week with the bulk distribution system, according to the next
chart. This finding supports the assumption that compartmented vehicle capacity
increases the number of stops per customer per period. The dimensionless constant used
in the estimation of local travel distance, k, for bulk distribution systems will be adjusted
by multiplying the factor suggested in the literature of 0.765, to the square root of the
number of stops per customer.
k'=k - =0.765 -1.86 =1.00
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Figure 29. Histogram of the number of visits per customer per week per delivery district
Effect of product compatibility in shipment routing
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Figure 30. Histogram of quantity of incompatible product as a percentage of the quantity of product
with general compatibility per district
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Ordering of incompatible products in delivery districts is considerably low as
show by the histograms presented in the previous figure. The percentage of weeks were
no incompatible products were ordered together was 100% for districts 03 and 04, 80%
and 40% for districts 02 and 01 respectively. District 01 presents the highest percentage
of weeks were there were incompatible products ordered together. Nevertheless, within
district 01 the incompatible quantity was less than 10 % of the quantity of product with
general compatibility.
In district 01 where there are usually several shipments per week, such volume of
incompatible product can be loaded with products with general compatibility without
requiring additional shipments. While there might be an effect on the actual routing of
shipments by product compatibility, this is already considered in the assessment the
effect of compartmented capacity in traveled distance for bulk tankers. Therefore the
effect of product compatibility is neglected from the analysis.
Correlation of demand and number of customers per period
The plot of customers per week and total ordered quantity reveals a significant
positive correlation; therefore the term of covariance between both variables should be
included in assessing the variability of working time.
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Figure 31. Correlation Analysis of weekly number of customers and demand
Probability distribution fitting of external variables
The following figure shows the histogram of customer demand in thousand of
gallons per week. The probability of the sample data being generated by a normal
distribution (p-value) is 0.4113. The null hypothesis of normally distributed customer
demand is accepted.
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Next, the cumulative frequency plot of the number of customers
product delivery per week is presented. The probability of the sample
generated by a normal distribution (p-value) is 0.2136. The null hypothesis
distributed number of customers is accepted.
requesting
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The cumulative frequency plot of the number of the average daily returnable
container demand is presented. The probability of the sample data being generated by a
negative binomial distribution (p-value) is 0.1868. The null hypothesis of Negative
Binomial distributed number of customers is accepted.
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4.1.5. Distribution Strategy Scenario Analysis
I. Transportation Parameters
V m Thousand gallons 4 4.4
S miles/hr 55 55
compartments!
c vehicle 5 N/A
USD/gallon 1.75
t, hr 1 1
t_ _ _hr 1.5 0.5
t, hrs/(week-vehicle) 60 60
td hrs/day 10 10
II. Handling
III. Geographical Information
D02 jSt. Antonio 1 -98.41529459 29.79941133 211.71 16,571.95 48
D03 South 7X -97.93895677 27.510819191 236.29 19,186.88 29
D04 East 7X -93.97474429 30.90789724 123.94 13,990.00 28
Table 3. Operational Parameter Summary
The previous figure shows the results for the total logistics cost determined for
each distribution strategy scenario. It shows that the scenario with the minimum cost is
the packaged distribution scenarios, but only slightly lower than the baseline scenario. All
other strategies result in higher costs than the baseline.
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Figure 32. Total Logistics Cost for different distribution strategy scenarios
When comparing the packaged distribution strategy with the baseline, one can
notice that despite a reduction of about 1/5t in transportation costs, additional handling
costs imposed by the inventory of returnable containers have the same order of
magnitude. Storage cost in dispenser equipment is similar in all scenarios.
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orage
ansportation
ndling
scenario 6 Baselte r.(:qW id::::: :MredC.. 2.MIxedCast 2.ALedCa. 3.Afred
L Dedslon Variables and Deraied Costs Pso P80 P95 Pr&sat P 0
a. Balk
AvergeDemand Kgallons/week 37.45 - 33.05 21.04 7.98 23.96
Frction of Total Demand 1.00 0.88 0.56 0.22 0.64
ad Transportadon
Nimber of Vehicles 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 3.00
&aveled Distance iles/eek 4,215.93 3,664.70 2,301.64 1,307.16 2,962.52
Fixed Cowst USD/week 7,301.54 5,476.15 3,650.77 1,825.38 5,476.15
Variable Coats USD/week 2,028.19 1,763.01 1,107.27 628.85 1,425.21
a.2 Storage _.....__. ...
Number ofDfispemrs 184 92 37 9 3
Number of Additional Tanks 139.00
Fixed Costs USD/week 12,926.39 6,463.19 2,599.33 632.27 478.06
b. Packaged _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
Average Demand Kgallons/week - 4.40 16.41 28.78 13.49
Fracion of Total Demand - 0.12 0.44 0.78 0.36
1 Transportadon
Number of Vehicles - . o2.00 2.00 3.00 2.00
TraveledDistance miles/week - 6& 1,380.72 2,379.69 3,052.83 2,170.55
Fixed Cosa USD/week - $.415 3,650.77 3,650.77 5,476.15 3,650.77
Variable Costs USD/week - 1145r.;t 664.23 1,144.82 1,468.65 1,044.21
&2 Storage
Nienber ofDiapensers - ( 92 147 174 181
Fixed Costs USD/week - $ 8 - 6,192.31 9,894.23 11,711.54 12,182.69
b3 Handling
Containers at customer sites . 199 433 1098 1590 1052
Conkainers in Circulation - 27 64 92 53
To tal Nu.ber of Containers -... 7: 460 1162 1682 1105
Fixed Costs - 1,86 345.00 871.50 1,261.50 828.75
Variable Coats - .. 83.19 310.30 544.24 255.05
I. Cost SUassnary
a. Cost Summary by Category _:__
Transportation USD/week 9,329.73 744 11,554.17 9,553.63 9,399.04 11,596.33
Stonge US/week 12,926.39 12:84.j 2 12,655.50 12,493.56 12,343.81 12,660.76
Ha. .g USD/week - 428.19 1,181.80 1,805.74 1,083.80
Total Cesi USVeek 22,25612 485 24,637.86 23,22.98 23,$4.59 25,3489
b. Change In Costs over Baseline ::__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Change in Trampofian Coas USD/week - ,(k % 2,224.43 223.89 69.31 2,266.60
Change in Stoage Cats US.D/eek - .1lL (270.89) (432.83) (582.58) (265.63)
Change in Hadling Cas USD/week ; 2,1 -J 428.19 1,181.80 1,805.74 1,083.80
Ch.,nge In Telal Cast USDafre - - 5 .- 0) 2,451.74 972.56 1,292.46 3,914.76
Anuelfted~l In elTotal Cast Lls~ 42V91 123,59.43 59,586.79 67,2MM~e 169,497.79
Table 4. Distribution Strategy Scenarnos Summary Results
Two important facts are shown in the table. First, the most significant portion of
the required inventory of returnable containers is located at customer sites. For strategy
number 2, almost 95% of the two thousand returnable containers required are allocated to
customer sites, while roughly 5% is required to maintain the pipeline of containers in
motion and at the plant.
Second, all mixed distribution strategies also exhibit a higher transportation cost
than the baseline, mainly because the combined number of vehicles is always higher or
equal.
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A comparison between the predicted and actual transportation performance
indicators for the Houston plant for 2002 is provided in the following table. Predicted
indicators are in accordance with the actual values
Indicator Units Calculated Actual
Number of Vehicles (vehicles) 4 4
Loading Efficiency (gallons per load) 8.88 8.48
Milage Efficiency (gallons delivered/mile) 2,957.46 3,141.61
Table 5. Comparison between predicted and actual transportation indicators for the Houston Plant
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5. Conclusions
This research develops a logistics cost model for a distribution system for
chemicals from a single plant using bulk and packaged transportation strategies. The
purpose of this research is to provide a tool that helps understand the cost trade offs in the
operation of a logistics system at a strategic level rather than producing exact results that
would useful in operational planning.
An analytical modeling approach was used to determine variables that define the
transportation, storage and material handling costs in the system. The model was simple
enough to be implemented in a spreadsheet and to evaluate several scenarios without
significant additional computational effort.
The transportation system was modeled using results from continuous
approximation methods in freight distribution, which employ summaries data and
average density of demand and locations rather than detailed information to estimate the
traveling distance of vehicle routing problems.
The model was extended to study the effect of additional loading restrictions in
bulk distribution based on the geometrical characteristics of the problem, specifically the
number of compartments per vehicle and product compatibility.
The material handling component for packaged distribution consisted in a closed
loop system of returnable containers with two main components. a) containers allocated
to customers which define the transportation capacity and b) containers in transit an at the
plant. The design policy for the handling system is a one by one exchange of empty for
filled containers for customer deliveries. Therefore, each subsystem is itself is a closed
loop system. Both subsystems were analyzed using inventory control policy theory. The
number of containers at each customer site define the sum of order up to level of a
continuous review inventory control system (s,S) for each product. The number of
containers in transit and at the plant is studied as one for one replenishment system,
similar to those used in inventory control problems for expensive repair parts, a (s-1,s)
inventory control system whose objective is to that the plant never runs out of empty
containers.
The baseline for evaluating distribution strategies is the current bulk distribution
system. The performance indicators for the transportation system predicted by the model
are in accordance with the actual values.
The packaged distribution system and mixed strategies using both systems
allocating customers according to their demand were compared to the baseline The
packaged distribution offered savings in transportation of approximately 20% over the
baseline, but the added handling cost for managing the inventory of returnable containers
was approximately of the same order of magnitude; savings over the baseline for the
evaluated scenario were estimated in less than 30 K USD per year based on a demand
data for 2002.
Mixed strategies resulted in higher cost that the baseline. Transportation
efficiency is created by consolidating the scattered and fragmented customer demand. As
a reference 80% of the customers account for little over 40% of the total demand.
Therefore discriminating strategies limit the potential for load consolidation and add
redundancy in the number of transportation assets of both systems. Furthermore,
distribution strategies that differentiate product demand by customer result in even higher
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transportation costs because they increase the required number of stops per period by
having customers visited by more than one transportation method.
The results obtained by this research do not provide enough evidence to support a
change of the current distribution system on a cost reduction basis. However because the
analysis is focused on a single plant and it does not consider further saving opportunities
offered by the packaged distribution system in a network that involve the distribution to
customers from a plant using several distribution centers.
Further research in this topic should extend the model to incorporate additional
transportation to distribution centers and multi-echelon inventories of returnable
containers. By extending the model to incorporate a network of distribution centers, the
model can also be used to analyze the tradeoffs between transportation costs and depot
location.
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Appendix A: Unit cost and operational performance data
. External Variables
Category Type
Transportation Disel Fuel Price
II. Bulk Distribution Costs
Category Type
Transportadon
Fixed Costs CAtB
Variable Costs c WB
Storage
Fixed Costs CRB
Special Storage cxB
III. Packaged Distribution Costs
Category Type
Transportation
Fixed Costs c pp
Variable Costs c VP
Storage
Fixed Costs cfgP
Handling
Fixed Costs cffiP
Variable Costs c vhx
Value
1.75 USD/Gallon
94,920
0.48
3,653
100
91,820
0.38
3,500
39.00
18.9091
Annual
USD/(yearvehicle)
USD/mile
USD/(year*dispenser)
USD/(year*tank)
Annual
USD/(year*vehicle)
USD/mile
USD/(year*dispenser)
USD/(year*tote)
USD/1000 gallon
1,825.38
0.48
70.25
1.92
1,765.77
0.38
67.31
0.75
18.909
Weekly
USD/(week*vehicle)
USD/mile
USD/(week*dispenser)
USD/(week*tank)
Weekly
USDI(week*vehicle)
USD/mile
USD/(week*dispenser)
USD/(week*tote)
I USD/gallons
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Five Axle Semi Trailer Bulk Liquid
Average speed
Usefull Life
Daily Driving Time
Max Working time
Workweek
Drivers
Diesel Fuel Price
Avg. Fuel Consumption
Load Capacity (Weight)
Load Capacity (Wolume)
Max. # of compartments
Trailer Purchase Price
Trailer Usefull Life
55
10
10
5
60
1
miles/hour
years
hours/day
hours/day
hrs/week
1.75 USD/gallon
6 miles/gallon
40,000 lbs
4,000 gallons
5
160,000 USD
10 years
Salary
Benefits @ 26% of salary
Tractor
Lease
Insurance
Tax
Trailer
Depreciation
Variable Costs
Fuel
Maintenance & Repairs
42,000 USD/(year*vehicle)
10,920 USD/(year*vehicle)
22,800 USD/(year*vehicle)
1,000 USD/(year*vehicle)
2,200 USD/(year*vehicle)
16,000 USD/(year*vehicle)
0.29 USD/mile
0.19 USD/mile
III. Operating Cost Summary
Fixed Operating Costs 94,920 USD/(year*vehicle)
Variable Operating Costs 0.48 USD/mile
Notes:
1. Repair costs of 0.19 USD/mile is obtainedfrom repairs expenses in 2002
for 11,500 USD/vehicle @ 14 vehicles and 850,000 miles driven.
Repair costs include both tractor and trailer
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Equipment
I. Characteristics
Tractor
Bulk Trailer
II Operating Costs Analysis
Fixed Costs
Driver
Equipment Bulk Dispenser Unit
I. Characteristics
Dispenser (with 5 tanks)
Purchase Price
Usefull Life
Number of dispensers
in the SW region
Total Cleaning Costs
in 2002 in SW Region
Additional Tanks (500 / 1500 gallons)
Purchase Price & Instalation
Useful/ Life
35,000 USD/dispenser
10 years
1,045
160,000
dispensers
USD
1,000 USD/dispenser
10 years
II. Operating Costs Analysis
Fixed Costs
Dispenser
Depreciation 3,500 USD/(year*dispenser)
Cleaning Costs 153 USD/(year*dispenser)
Additional Tanks
Depreciation 100 USD/(year*dispenser)
IM. Operating Cost Summary
Fixed Operating Costs 3,653 USD/(year*dispenser)
Fixed Operatiog Costs 100 USD/(year*dispenser)
Notes:
1. Cleaning Costs include transportation and customer site cleaning and disposal of the product.
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Equipment Five Axle Semi Trailer (Flatbed)
II. Operating Costs Analysis
Fixed Costs
Driver
Salary
Benefits @ 26% of salary
42,000.00 USD/(year*vehicle)
10,920.00 USD/(year*vehicle)
22,800.00
1,000.00
2,200.00
Depreciation
Depreciation
Maintenance & Repair
Fuel
Maintenance & Repairs
USD/(year*vehicle)
USD/(year*vehicle)
USD/(year*vehicle)
3,500.00 USD/(year*vehicle)
7,000 USD/(year*vehicle)
2,400 USD/(year*vehicle)
0.29 USD/mile
0.09 USD/mile
III. Operating Cost Summary
Fixed Operating Costs
Variable Operating Costs
91,820 USD/(year*vehicle)
0.38 USD/mile
Notes:
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Tractor
Lease
Insurance
Tax
Trailer
Forklift
Variable Costs
Equopment Tote Dispenser Unit
1. Characteristics
Tote Dispenser
Purchase Price 35,000 USD/dispenser
Usefull Life 10 years
Totes
capacity 275 gallons
unit price 78 USD/tote
usefull life 2 years
II. Operating Costs Analysis
Fixed Costs
Dispenser
Depreciation 3,500 USD/(year*dispenser)
Containers
Depreciation 39 USD/(year*tote)
Variable Costs
Containers
Cleaning and Filling 0.0189 USD/ gallon
III. Operating Cost Summary
Fixed Operating Costs 3,500 USD/(year*dispenser)
Variable Operating Costs
39 USD/(year*tote)
18.9091 USD/Thousand gallons
Notes:
1. There are currently 10,000 totes in the system for Tote to Tanker operations
2. One hour x275 gal totes can be cleaned andfIlled, at an estimated expense of 26 USD/hr
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Appendix B: Detailed Analysis of Distribution Strategy
Scenarios
0. Baseline (Bulk Distribution)
L Bulk System
a. General Info
Thousand
Expected Demand gallons/week 37.45
Fraction of Total Demand 1.00
b. Transportadon
Number of Vehicles vehicles 4.00
Expected Travel Distance miles/week 4,215.93
Driving Efficiency gallons/mile 8.88
Loading Efficiency gallons/tour 2,957.46
c. Stoage
Number of Dispensers dispeners 184
II Packaged System
a. General Info
Thousand
Expected Demand gallons/week
Fraction of Total Demand
b. Transportation
Number of Vehicles vehicles
Expected Travel Distance miles/week
Driving Efficiency gallons/mie
Loading Efficiency galons/tow
c. Storage
Number of Dispensers dispeners
d Handlng
Containers at Customer Sites totes
Containers in Ciculation
Total Number of Containers
totes
totes
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I. Demand Informandon
I. TavededDislgance
D)=2- r -(E(Q)/v. + E(p)/(2c) +1/4) +E(n) -k- 8Lw
415.23 423.42
292.58 472.57
189.87 247.89
1356.54
IH.a To&ai Transportadon Working Thme
E(7) = (E(Q)/v. +E(p)/2c+1/4)-[(2-r)/s+ t1J) + E(n)[(k- '2 )/s + t']
IIb Transportadon Working 1ime Variance
Var(T) =((1/v.)-[(2-r)/s+ t1) 2 Var(Q) + [(k -11)/s + tj 2 Var(n) + 2-(1/v.)-[(2-r)/z+ tlJ[(k-d-1/2)/s + ts]-Cov[Q.n]
IV. Fleet Size
V. Performance Indicators
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1. Packaged Distribution
I. Bulk System
a. General Info
Thousand
Expected Demand gallons/week
Fraction of Total Demand
b. Transportadon
Number of Vehicles vehicles
Expected Travel Distance mites/week
Driving Efficiency gallons/mile
Loading Efficiency gallons/tour
c Storage
Number of Dispensers dispeners
II Packaged System
a. General Info
Thousand
Expected Demand gallons/week 37.45
Fraction of Total Demand 1.00
b. Transportadon
Nunber of Vehicles vehicles 3.00
Expected Travel Distance miles/week 3,468.06
Driving Efficiency gallons/mile 10.80
Loading Efficiency gallons/tour 3,562.73
c. Storage
Number of Dispensers dispeners 184
d Handng
Containers at Customer Sites
Containers in Ciculation
Total Number of Containers
totes
totes
totes
1905
102
2007
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I. Denad 4nf andon
1.82 10.40 17.27
2.74 4.46 11.59
1.86 2.58 4.09
L98 329
. Travekd Distance
MD)-2. r -(E(Q)/v. + E(p)/(2c) +1/4) +E(n) -k -8m
UAI OY).O5 544.00 53.1.U
D02 1,433.28 1,115.63 317.65
D03 943.28 719.45 223.82
D04 395.87 250.62 145.25
Serye RaeiOX 3,46&06 2,43a3* 1,037.75
(17.74)
Hi.a Total Transportadon Work*lg Ihne
E(T) = (E(Q)/p.+E(p)/2c+1/4).[(2-r)/s+ ,]) + E(n)[(k- V12)/s + t,]
LAII JU..Y/ O.Y' I Z.O.)
D02 37.78 21.60 16.18
D03 22.37 13.84 8.53
DO4 10.28 5.06 5.22
Service n 181.00
III b Transportadon Working Thme Variance
Var) =((1/v.)-[(2-r)/s+ t1J) 2 Var(Q) + [(k, h"2)/s + tj2 Var(n) + 2-(1/v.)-[(2-r)/s+ tlJ[(k-d-1/2)/s + ts-Cov[QnJ
IV. Fleet Size
V. Performance Inkcators
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2. Mixed Distribution by Customer, percentile 50 served with
returnable containers
I. Bulk System
a. General Info
Expected Demand gallons/week 33.05
Fraction of Total Demand 0.88
b. Transportation
Number of Vehicles vehicles 3.00
Expected Travel Distance miles/week 3,664.70
Driving Efficiency gallons/mile 9.02
Loading Efficiency gallons/tour 2,885.71
. Storage
Number of Dispensers dispeners 92
II. Packaged System
a. General Info
Expected Demand gallons/week 4.40
Fraction of Total Demand 0.12
b. Transportation
Number of Vehicles vehicles 2.00
Expected Travel Distance miles/week 1,380.72
Driving Efficiency gallons/mile 3.19
Loading Efficiency gallons/tour 1,466.57
c. Storage
Number of Dispensers dispeners 92
d. Handling
Containers at Customer Sites totes 433
Containers in Ciculation totes 26
Total Number of Containers totes 459
,. TrhvdedDftuace
O>D)-2 r -(E(Qv. + E(p)/(2c) +1/4) +E(n) -k .8i"
M . Tota TwaaportaMoa Worklag Thiee
E() =(E(Q)/v. +E')/2c+1/4)-[(2-r)/s+ t1 J) + E(n)[(k- 0-" 1)/s + t.]
HIb Traaapfrladon Woi*lag The Vasance
Var() -((1.,.-[(2-r)/s+ t J) 2 Var(Q) + [(k- (-ma) + 2Var(n) + 2-(1/v .J-[(2-r)/s+ tjt[(k-d-1/2)/s + ts]Cov[Qn]
IV. Flet Size
V. Peafornaace lndic&Vrs
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ID04 3.271 1,272.581
Sevle 4qioa 9.02 2,885.71
Q NNW=
L DmandInfwmandon
I Demand Informanrdon
D02 0.96 0.22 1.01 1.46 233 1.33
D03 0.91 0.21 1.75 1.63 3.53 205
D04 1.32 0.30 1.79 1.81 2.75 2.01
Sernica!Sk 4.40 164 6.62
. Trmeled Distance
O/D)=2. r-(E(Q)/v - +E(p)/(2c) +1/4) +E(n) -k- 8wm
HI.a Total Transportalon Working lime
E(T) = (E(Q)/v. +E(p)/2c+1/4)-(2-r)/s+ tJ) + E(n)[(k 0-2)/s + t,J
III.b Transportaton Working Time Variance
Var(T) _((1/v.-[(2_r)s+ 1,j) 2 Var(Q) + [(k ,f"2 )/s + tj2 Var(n) + 2-(1/v.)-[(2r)/s+ tIjf(kd-1/2)/s + ts] -cov[Qnj
3012
5-0..4
26.08 I
i 119.35
V. Performance Indicators
8.3
D02
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3. Mixed Distribution by Customer, percentile 80 served with
returnable containers
L Bulk System
a. General Info
Thousand
Expected Demand gallons/week 21.04
Fraction of Total Demand 0.56
b. Transportaion
Number of Vehicles vehicles 2.00
Expected Travel Distance miles/week 2,301.64
Driving Effciency gallons/mile 9.14
Loading Efficiency gallons/tour 2,766.82
c. Storage
Number of Dispensers dspeners 37
II. Packaged System
a. General Info
Thousand
Expected Demand gallons/week 16.41
Fraction of Total Demand 0.44
b. Transportaton
Number of Vehicles vehicles 2.00
Expected Travel Distance miles/week 2,379.69
Driving Efficiency gallons/mile 6.90
Loading Efficiency gallons/tour 2,864.11
c. Storage
Number of Dispensers daxpeners 147
d. Handlng
Containers at Customer Sites
Containers in Ciculation
Total Number of Containers
totes
totes
totes
1098
64
1162
L Deaand Infomanton
0.17 3.72
0.12 4.63
3548
II. raveled Distance
HID)-2. r -(E(Q)/v. + E(p)/(2c) +1/4) +E(n) -k - 8R
891.02 646.89
737.79 546.67
2,301.64 1,518.88
HI.a Tota lTwanspertaden Working Dume
E(7) =(E(Q)/v. +E(p)/2c+1/4)-[(2-r)/s+ t,]) + E(n)[(k RI")/s + t,]
DO]1 28.77 13.15 13.6,z 1. 1
D02 22.09 14.05 8.03 9.20 2.23
D03 17.05 11.67 5.38 10.09 2.83
J04 - - 6.01 1.00
Service !S 67.91
II.b Transportadon Working ime Variance
Var(7) =((1/v,.-[(2-r)/s+ t1]}2 Var(Q) + [(k")/s + t, 2 Var(n) + 2-(1/v )[(2-r)/s+ tl)[(kd-1/2)/s + s.-Cov[Q, nJ
IV. Fleet Size
V. Performane Indicators
86
L Demand Informndon
II. TraveledDlsance
S2))=2- r -(E(Q)/v. + E(p)/(2c) +1/4) +E(n) -k -8m
Il.. Total 7ransporoaden Working Tkae
E(T) =(E(Q/v.+E(p)/2c+1/4)-[(2-r)/s+ t J) + E(n)[(kF 3,")/s + t.j
DO) 13.46 5.5u1 1U.10
D02 26.25 14.77 11.48
D03 14.20 8.56 5.64
D04 10.28 5.06 5.22
Serce Region "619
III.b Trasportalon Working lae Variance
Var(T) =((1/v. -[(2-r)/s+ 11J)2 Var(Q) + [(k- S12)/s + t.J Var(n) + 2-(1/ v )-[(2r)s+ lJ[(k-d-1/2)/s + tsi Cov[QnJ
IV Fleet Size
V. Performance Indcaors
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4. Mixed Distribution by Customer, percentile 95 served with
returnable containers
L Bulk System
a. General Info
Thousand
Expected Demand gallons/week 7.98
Fraction of Total Demand 0.22
b. Transportadon
Number of Vehicles vehicles 1.00
Expected Travel Distance miles/ueek 1,307.16
Driving Efficiency gallons/mile 6.11
Loading Efficiency galons/tour 2,112.43
c. Storage
Number of Dispensers dispeners 9
II. Packaged System
a. General Info
Thousand
Expected Demand galons/week 28.78
Fraction of Total Demand 0.78
. Transportaton
Number of Vehicles vehicles 3.00
Expected Travel Distance miles/week 3,052.83
Driving Efficiency galons/mile 9.43
Loading Efficiency gallons/tour 3,369.71
c. Storage
Number of Dispensers duspeners 174
d. HandUng
Containers at Customer Sites
Containers in Ciculation
Total Number of Containers
totes
totes
totes
1590
92
1682
I. Demand Informandon
H. T raveedDlivance
IID)=2- r -(E(l /v. + E(p)/(2c) +1/4) +E(n) -k -5'8
398.44 146.12
328.90 96.04
865.43 441.741
51 Z.14 1.86
42 0.94 F-94
57 .7o a.7o
89 - -
1.78
I.a Total Transportado. Working ri.me
Er) = (E(Q)/v.+E(p)/2c+1/4)-[(2-r)/s+ Il]) + E(n)f(k 1)7")/s + t,
ISen*e Reion 1 34091
IIIb Transportadon Working hnbe Variance
Var(f) =(1/v.)-[(2-r)/s+ I jj) Var(Q) + [(k 8"2 )/s + t1 Var(n) + 2-(1/ v.)-[(2 r)/s+ tl][(k d-)/2)/s + tsj-Cov[Q.n]
IV. Fleet Size
V. Performnle Indcators
90
1.761 0.22
0.781 0.101
L Demand Infonmantion
H. TmvdedDstance
-LD)=2r -(E(Q)/v. + E(p)/(2c) +1/4) +E(n) k. 8-u
423.42 2.23 2.23
472.57 1.34 1.34
247.89 1.01 1.01
&54
HI.a Total Transportadon W'orkng 71me
E(T) -(E(Q)/v.+E(p)/2c+1/4)-[(2-r)/s+ t J) + E(n)[(k- ,^"2)/s + t,]
Ser'tce Reen 1 87.511 \
IH.b Transpotadon Working ime Variance
Var(7) =(lA/ )[(2r)/s+t ,j)2Var(Q)+ f(kU 2)/s + t ,j2V-ar(n) + 2-(1/v.)-[(2-r)/s+ tlf(kd-1/2)/s + ts].Cov[Qn]
IV. F leet Size
V. Peoformance Inicfators
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5. Mixed Distribution by Customer and product, percentile 80
served with returnable containers
I. Bulk System
a. General Info
Thousand
Expected Demand gallonsweek 23.96
Fraction of Total Demand 0.64
b. Transportaion
Number of Vehicles vehicles 3.00
Expected Travel Distance miles/week 2,962.52
Driving Efficiency gallons/mile 8.09
Loading Efficiency gallons/tour 2,775.64
c. Storage
Number of Dispensers dispeners 3
Additional Tanks tanks 139
II. Packaged System
a. General Info
Thousand
Expected Demand gallons/week 13.49
Fraction of Total Demand 0.36
b. Transportadon
Number of Vehicles vehicles 2.00
Expected Travel Distance mles/week 2,170.55
Driving Efficiency gallons/mile 6.21
Loading Efficiency gallons/tour 2,662.74
c. Storage
Number of Dispensers dispeners 181
d Handling
Containers at Customer Sites
Containers in Ciculation
Total Number of Containers
totes
totes
totes
1052
53
1105
93
I. Demand Isfotsanden
DO] 14.75 0.62 24.55 1.66 11.48 --- .7-
D02 5.75 0.24 6.95 1.21 6.85 8.25
D03 2.83 0.12 4.66 1.65 Z.62 3.69
D04 0.63 0.03 0.89 1.42 0.62 0.7F1
S6vice Rego 23.% 37.es.5 21.56
H. Tuveled Distonce
,O )=2- r (E(Q)/v. + E(p)/(2c) +1/4) +E(n) -k 8l
DOI 701.60 363.46 399.14 64.51 4.70 4.19
D02 1,210.35 873.52 336.83 423.42 2.06 1.94
D03 794.96 570.95 224.01 47257 1.21 1.21
~D04 255.61 162.82 92.79 247.89 0.66 3.66
~eGice Regimn 2,962521 1,910.76 1,031.7 A631
HI a Total Tansportadon Working 78Mw
E(T) =(E(Q)/v.+E(p)/2c+1/4)-[(2-r)/s+ t 11) + E(n)[(k-J")/s + t,]
DO] 31.29 12.571 18.72 2.M670 1.63
D02 31.95 18.981 I.971 9.201 1.89
D03 18.88 12.19 6.69 10.091 2.56
D04 6-25 3.95 2.30 6.011 
3.74
Aw -c Regimn 8&37
I b Transportadon Working Tbne Variance
Var =((1/v.)-[(2 r)/s+ tJ)2 Var(Q) + [(k .")/s + t,] 2 Var(n) + 2-(1/v -[(2-r)/s+ -][(kd-/2)/s + t -CovQ.n]
DO] 79.14 10.96 33.83343
D02 123.38 3673 29.61 57.04
D03 102.64 29.66 24.15 48.83
D04 20.12 2.01 9.97 8.141
Sawkce Region 325128
14.88837 M1
IV. Fleet Size
FswWm41on 1 no1.47 0.9
V. Performance Indicators
D0R 21.02 3,135.03
D02 4.75 2,788.16
D03 3.56 2,344.6
D04 2.45 955.17
serviceen &09 2771.64_
94
I Deraand lnformandon
II. Travded Distance
1 D)-2. r.(E(Q)/v.,. + E(p)/(2c) +1/4) +E(n) -k* -51
Hla Totad Transportalion Working Time
E(T) = (E(Q)/v.+E(p)/2c+i/4)-[(2-r)/s+ t ]) + E(n)[(k D7I
2)/s + t,]
D02 21.27 10.88 10.39
DO3 14.65 7.99 6.66
D04 9.16 4.35 4.81
Servicegin 6.29
I ib Tanspoetadon Working 77me Variance
Var() =((1V,.)[2r)/s+ tgJ) 2 Var(Q) + [(k- H"2 )/s + 1,1 2 Var(n) + 2-(1/v..)-[(2-r)/s+ tl][(kd-1/2)/s + ts]-Cov[QnJ
IV. Fleet Size
V. Performance Indicators
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Appendix C: Analysis of Routing Patterns in the Service Region
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